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Emerging Science: Abstracts from the
2022 NESAF Annual Meeting
News Quarterly Science Theme – Dr. Anthony D’Amato, Theme Editor
The NESAF Annual Winter Meeting was held in person for the first time in three
years! There was a variety of offered presentations, flash talks, and poster presentations at the meeting in South Portland, Maine. This theme is the compilation of
the abstracts presented during the meeting.
We hope the abstracts featured in this issue are as well received as they have been
in previous years! Please note that the Flash Talk abstracts are available in the both
the print and online versions of the News Quarterly.
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Happy Spring from the Green Mountain State – Diana Frederick
As I sit here getting ready to watch the start of the basketball game for one of the last two
teams I have in my busted NCAA bracket, I am reflecting on the past week. The NESAF Winter Meeting was held in-person in South Portland, ME. It was the first in-person meeting
since 2019. Based on the attendance (approximately 400) and the positive comments about
the program, it was a success on all fronts.
I want to thank the 2022 Planning Committee for their year-long effort to make this meeting, not only a success, but a reality. When planning started in April 2021, the outlook on
Covid-19 was looking positive. People were getting vaccinated, infection rates were low,
mask requirements were dropped, and people wanted to meet in-person. Efforts went forward. You all know what happened in October with the omicron variant. The committee had
a lot of discussions about continuing on track, going virtual or cancelling.
I want to apologize to NESAF members who would like to have had a virtual option. But I’m
not going to second guess all the decisions that had to be made. This brings to mind one of
my favorite quotes by Theodore Roosevelt. “In any moment of decision, the best thing you can do is the right
thing. The worst thing you can do is nothing.” I appreciate all of the comments received concerning people
wanting to safeguard their health and questioning why there couldn’t be a virtual component. Unfortunately,
we couldn’t do everything. I want people to feel free to make complaints. But remember these people are your
colleagues and volunteers. Keep your words kind, abasing comments and complaints are never appropriate. New
Hampshire is hosting the 2023 meeting and Vermont will be in 2024. Volunteers will be needed at all levels. If you
would like to see some changes, volunteer.

District Director’s Update ~ Karen Bennett
Like many of you, I am saddened by the passing of John McNulty. Among his many accomplishments, he served as the President of SAF in 2019. He received the Distinguished Service
Award last year from NESAF and gave an inspiring and reflective tribute to his long career at
last year’s virtual meeting. John was immediate past chair of NESAF when I came on the
executive committee as vice chair in 1996. Though our terms only overlapped by a year, his
steady leadership, judgement, and kindness impressed me. John was someone to emulate
and I am glad I knew him.
The Forester Fund (FF) has been yielding outstanding results in NESAF. I don’t use the word
“delightful” too often, but I found the Hilltown Land Trust/River Valley Co-op Harvest video
delightful, mostly because Lincoln Fish, forester with Bay State Forestry and lead protagonist, is clearly delighted to be telling people about the benefits of a timber harvest. You can
view this very short, but powerful video at https://youtu.be/dHnoSBhJkdU. Look elsewhere
in this News Quarterly for a newly funded project, the Women Forester Collaborative summer get-together. It will
happen in Maine on July 1 and 2. I’ll report on that gathering in the next issue. I just finished the first day of the
Leadership Academy, another FF project. Ken Laustsen and his team pulled together an inspiring and informative
training and I encourage all aspiring leaders to sign up the next time it is offered. If these projects inspire you,
consider submitting a proposal for the June 15 or September 15 deadlines. Information is on the SAF website
https://www.eforester.org/.
Those of you who know me, may be amused to learn that I am on the SAF’s audit committee. Perhaps not my
strength, but I’ve learned from my experiences on other non-profit boards, so you don’t need to worry about
missed items under my watch. Besides it looks to me that SAF has strong internal controls, competent staff, and
a very good auditor. I’m also on the Committee on Professional Recognition—perhaps more to my nature and liking. This committee oversees the granting of national recognition and awards. Whenever I review our peers’
accomplishments, I’m left in awe at the company we keep. Deadlines for awards are March 15 each year
(remember that for next year).
You’ve heard from your NESAF executive committee about the incorporation of the local state societies (i.e.,
NESAF). National SAF is also undergoing an ambitious reorganization plan involving the hiring of many new staff
with one goal of strengthening member service. I plan on diving deeper into this in future issues.
I continue to learn my job as District 6 rep to the Board. It helps me to hear from you—what are your questions,
concerns, and suggestions. As I follow through on your inquiries, I learn more about SAF. So please be in touch
with me at karen.bennett@unh.edu.
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2022 NESAF Award Recipients
Brad W. Simpkins
Distinguished Service Award
The Distinguished Service Award is the highest award given by the New England SAF, recognizing
professional achievement in forestry, irrespective of age or tenure, by a New England SAF member.

Brad began a 22-year career, for the NH Div. of Forests & Lands in 1998, starting out as a forest technician managing timber sales, he then progressed to become a forest ranger, and then Chief of Forest Protection. At age 35, he was appointed
to become the State Forester, serving in that position for 11 years, under 3 different governors. Currently, Brad is employed
with the USDA Forest Service as the Cooperative Wildland Fire Specialist covering the 6 New England states and New York.
His education consists of a B.S. in Environmental Resource Management with a forestry concentration from Penn State
Univ. and a M.B.A. from Plymouth State University.

Focusing on his time as the State Forester, the nomination letter states, “To the public and policy makers he was the
“face of forestry” in the state, effectively communicating the importance of the forest resource in NH, the state’s third
largest industry, after high tech and tourism. In dealing with funding for the Division, he was not a
didactic bulldog, but
rather a calm and persuasive presence, successfully maintaining state and federal funding, as well as the positive morale of
the staff.
“A small warning first, I’m not focusing on the details of his service, since I’m assuming the rest of the nomination packet
will get those details right. What I won’t get wrong, however, is my enthusiasm for Brad’s nomination, nor my heartfelt
belief that he is most deserving of this recognition,” so stated a letter of endorsement. This continued with, “He is a “quick
study” learning the people and the issues and effectively responding to them. I have seen him stand his ground when it
would be easier to “give in.” He isn’t dogmatic, however, and listens and adapts. He has an “open door” approach to work
and seems to never tire. Brad is likable, a listener, decisive, responsive, competent, intelligent, patient, fair, open, and
honest.”
Another letter of endorsement commented that during his tenure as Director of the Division of Forests and Lands, Brad led
the agency through the development of the 2010 Forest Action Plan and initiated the revision of the 2020 Forest Action
Plan. Further, “As State Forester, Brad was a staunch advocate of the forest products industry, for sustainable forestry, and
of the need to protect and conserve important landscapes and natural areas. Brad is highly respected for his understanding
of the challenges and opportunities facing our forests today, and his ability to communicate those challenges and opportunities to diverse audiences.”

Peter Farrell
Austin Cary Practicing Professional Award
The Austin Cary Award recognizes New England SAF members who have shown exceptional achievement as practicing
forest managers. Austin Cary (1865–1936) graduated from Bowdoin College and introduced northern landowners to
forest sampling, growth estimation, and simple silvicultural techniques. Cary’s Woodsman’s Manual, written in 1909,
continued to be used as a textbook until the 1960’s.

The nomination letter was a joint effort by three individuals from the Society for the Protection of NH Forests, who noted
that since 2002 they have worked with Peter on 13 harvests covering 670 acres and stumpage income of over $330,000.
Their quotes include, “A walk in the woods with Peter always leaves me with something new to think about. He puts much
thought into applying the best silviculture with the right operator on every job. Forestry is a relationship-based industry,
and those relationships are what leads to success in managing our lands. Peter exemplifies this kind of trusted long-term
relationship that we rely on to put good work on the ground.” “Peter is a colleague and trusted mentor to me. I was just
getting started as a forester and remember fondly the conversations we had about the profession in his sugar shack, while
the steam was rising from his evaporator. His computer programs are one of a kind, being custom built. He would use these
to account for timber sale transactions past and present, as well as timber inventory and management plan action data.”
“Working with Peter on a timber harvest is always enjoyable. He has a thoughtful and intelligent way of thinking about forestry and is always thinking critically about the silviculture that we are trying to accomplish on the ground. He has a strong
knowledge of forest product markets and is skilled at laying out a harvest to accomplish our objectives, and to protect sensitive natural resources. He is also an excellent communicator.”
Peter is the district manager for the New England Forestry Consultants, Inc. (NEFCO) Lakes Region Center, where he has
been employed since its formation in 1994, and his client working circle covers central NH. He is a graduate of Franklin &
Marshall College (BA) and a 1977 MF from Duke University. He was the NEFCO Treasurer until 2008, and in that role, he was
responsible for the design, programming, and implementation of the Forest Pro/Landbase software that continues to work
as the critical administrative and forest management planning system. In addition, he is an Association of Consulting Foresters member, served his community as a school board member, is a member of the NH Forest Advisory Board, and was on
the technical team for the publication of Good Forestry in the Granite State. He has served on the Granite State Division
executive committee as Chair and Policy Chair.
In the other endorsement letter, “He is first and foremost a field forester focused on long-term sustainability, getting the
job done, but all the while thinking and questioning – for example: How might the work at hand be done more effectively
and more efficiently? What is really happening on a woodlot, and how can silviculture be improved? and What is truly sustainable forestry, and how can it be measured practically to serve as a guide for action? Peter is not one to blow his own
horn, yet he speaks clearly, and is an eloquent and concise writer.”
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Stephen Eisenhaure
David M. Smith Award
The David M. Smith award recognizes a New England SAF member engaged in research, teaching, or the field application of silviculture, whose work reflects Dave’s advice that “we should observe and analyze the patterns of stand development first, and
devise silvicultural treatments to fit or modify them afterwards.”

Teaching is a valuable service that Steve provides to UNH and its students. In a formal academic setting, he taught the
forest mensuration course to Forest Technology students at the Thompson School of Applied Science for approximately 15
years. Gathering stand data is an extremely important part of the forest management process. A forester cannot make
good silvicultural decisions without accurate information. Due to changes in the program, Steve now assists in the forest
harvesting course. As part of his duties, Steve coordinates all research that is done on the UNH Woodlands. This research is
conducted not only by the UNH forestry program, but by many other non-forestry programs on campus, making sure that the
research is monitored and does not overlap. His knowledge on the UNH woodlands helps researchers find the forest stand
types/communities that they need for their research, or by using the school’s timber harvesting class or the summer crew,
he creates the desired forest stands that meet the needs of researchers for a specific project. He has also developed a system of continuous forest inventory plots covering 80% of the UNH’s 3,000 plus acres of forest, to facilitate long term management objectives.
Steve’s career began in an around about route to forestry. In 1993, he received a BA degree in Business Administration
and after several years in retail decided that there might be other career paths. His love for fly fishing took him to Idaho,
where he worked several seasons as a wildland firefighter, and realized that forestry was a possible career. Returning to
UNH, he enrolled and graduated from the Thompson School of Applied Science in 2004. By happenstance, the UNH Woodlands Manager position was open and available to a Master degree student, Steve accepted the position and graduated with
a MS degree in forestry in 2006. The Dean of the College was so impressed with Steve’s work that he created a new fulltime position of Land Use Coordinator, a position that Steve has held for the last 15 years. He is active in the forest community, serving six years on the Board of Directors of the NH Timberland Owners Association, and positions on the Granite
State Division executive committee. Steve is also active in the Eastern Region Research Forest Managers group, which
meets at a different research forest for tours to learn about forest management in that region.
An endorsement comments that, “Steve has tackled some very interesting projects. Some of his own design and some in
concert with researchers from the UNH campus, the USDA Forest Service station in Durham, NH, the NH Division of Forests
and Lands, and UNH Cooperative Extension. Under Steve’s tenure researchers from many agencies have begun to recognize
UNH lands as fertile grounds for carefully crafted forest research. Along with these projects, he has started to develop ongoing demonstration areas on UNH land, showing examples of traditional as well as climate change adaptive silviculture.”

R. Alec Giffen
Integrity in Conservation Award
The Integrity in Conservation Award recognizes an individual or organization working with natural resources who demonstrates
adherence to principles and high standards in the face of adversity.

His biographical sketch is headlined with the phrase, “Forester with special expertise in climate change issues.” Alec currently works for the New England Forest Foundation (NEFF) and the Clean Air Task Force (CATF). For NEFF, he serves as
their Maine representative and works on a number of specific projects; for example, efforts to accelerate the pace of conservation in Maine, efforts to define “exemplary forestry,” and increase the use of wood in construction. For CATF, he
serves as a Senior Science and Policy Fellow, heading up the Clean Air Task Force’s efforts on the role that forests can play
in reducing air pollution and mitigating climate change.
Educated as a forest scientist, he has degrees from the Univ. of Maine and the Univ. of California, and over four decades
of experience as a natural resource planner/program administrator. Most recently he was the Director of the Maine Forest
Service, where his focus was to increase the understanding and promote the role that forests in Maine and the nation can
play to reduce global warming. Other previous positions include time as a CEO of a natural resource consulting business
that specialized in planning and conflict resolution, handling cases across the USA and directing Coastal Zone Management
and Water Resource Planning at the ME State Planning Office.
“His work has often placed him front and center on controversial issues, forging alliances by appealing to those on all
sides with the reminder that we all want the same thing: well-managed forests that meet our needs, not only now, but for
generations in the future. Throughout it all, he remains a well-informed, articulate, and persuasive advocate for doing the
right thing in all aspects of natural resource management,” states an endorsement letter.
Over the course of his professional career, Giffen has been involved in finding solutions to a number of difficult and complex natural resource issues, including wildland planning and regulation, critical area identification, coastal zone management, shoreland protection, and river and lake conservation and development policy. In 2006-2007, he chaired the ME Governor’s Wind Power Task Force, which successfully championed efforts to modernize and rationalize Maine’s licensing of
wind power projects.
The nomination letter closes out with, “The upshot is that Alec’s work has now positioned the forests of the New England
region to play a leading role in mitigating climate change. His sound scientific foundation withstands critical challenges and
the tools he has invested in creating are “shovel-ready”. By linking the need for forestry incentives to the benefits for climate change, Alec is on the path to solving economic obstacles which have stalled the broader implementation of proven
effective silvicultural practices.”
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NESAF 2022 Annual Meeting Offered Presentation Abstracts
Session 1: Avian Ecology and Forestry
Forest Degradation and Avian Community Functional Diversity
Michael Thompson, Rebecca Rowe, Mark Ducey, and John Gunn
Dept of Natural Resources and the Environment, University of New Hampshire
Recent research on the condition of New England forests has shown over 40% of stands in Maine, New Hampshire,
and Vermont are commercially degraded. These stands have lower commercial value driven by an increase in
stocking of less desirable species such as American beech (Fagus grandifolia), aspen (Populus spp.), or balsam fir
(Abies balsamea) and a decrease in trees of acceptable growing stock. The likely cause of this degradation is
historical use of poor harvesting practices such as high grading, but the ecological impact of this degradation is
unclear. Our study looks at the relationship between avian functional diversity and forest degradation. We
conducted avian point count surveys to measure the relative abundance of bird species in stands that span five
degradation categories in northern New England. For each bird species, we used physical, ecological, and behavioral traits to evaluate avian functional diversity along the degradation gradient. Specifically, we calculated Rao’s
Quadratic Entropy across all traits for the entire bird community at each study site as well as for trait subsets
associated with three ecosystem function axes: seed dispersal, pest management and nutrient cycling. We will
also present results from ongoing analyses that evaluate how ecosystem services such as carbon sequestration of
these forests might change across a degradation gradient. These findings help to understand the relationship
between commercially degraded forests and biodiversity and identify potential management interventions needed
to support ecosystem functions provided by the avian community and the ecosystem services they provide.
Adding the Passenger Pigeon to Recognized Natural Disturbance Agents of Pre-Settlement
Forests in Southern New England
John J. Scanlon, CF, CWB (ret.)
Human development on today’s landscape has substantially restricted natural disturbance processes that historically impacted pre-settlement forests and provided a diversity of open and semi-open habitats for multiple
species of wildlife that today are identified as species of conservation need. In southern New England forests,
previously recognized natural disturbance agents include wind (frequent small-gap blowdowns and occasional
large-gap downburst, tornado, and hurricane events), flooding (from ubiquitous beaver activity along low-gradient
streams and periodic spring flood and ice-scouring events along major rivers), fire (primarily in pine barrens and
dry oak woodlands on excessively well-drained sandy-gravel soils), and Indigenous agriculture (cleared areas for
cultivation of corn, beans, squash and other vegetable crops that were abandoned once site fertility declined for
crop production). In addition to these recognized disturbance agents, the annual establishment of spring nesting
colonies by dense flocks of passenger pigeons (estimated at >40,000 birds per acre approaching a combined
weight of 15 metric tons per acre) that caused notable canopy disturbance (breakage of large limbs throughout a
colony and occasional downing of individual canopy trees) and complete ground layer disturbance (from a thick
carpet of pigeon droppings) within beech and oak forests should also be recognized as a historical disturbance
agent within deciduous forests of southern New England. Passenger pigeons established nesting colonies each
spring that apparently averaged about 19 acres in size and annually occupied an estimated 8% of southern New
England forests. Nesting colony locations changed annually in response to regional beech and acorn mast
availability, which led to a shifting mosaic of disturbance patches across southern New England deciduous forests.
With respect to modern silvicultural practices, the partial canopy disturbance that occurred at passenger pigeon
nesting sites may be roughly analogous to a low thinning operation combined with selective cutting of individual
timber trees which would increase sunlight on portions of the forest floor and benefit regeneration of shadeintolerant tree genera (e.g., oak and pine). The carpet of pigeon droppings within nesting colonies very likely provided important periodic (e.g., once every 12-13 years) inputs of various nutrients at a given site, including key
nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and calcium which are widely recognized today as often limiting primary
production in deciduous northeastern forests. The temporary disruption of all understory growth by pigeon droppings followed by lush herbaceous and woody plant response over the next few growing seasons does not compare
with any current forest management practice, and the long-term impacts of periodic depositions of pigeon droppings on vegetative and both vertebrate and invertebrate wildlife communities remains largely unknown.
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Three Decades of Bird Response to Forest Management in Northern Maine
Jonah Levy, Tufts University
The decline of the North American avifauna over the last half-century presents a complex conservation
challenge. Habitat degradation is often cited as a key factor in this decline, but what “degradation” means for a
particular species depends on which habitat features that species prefers, and this can vary between regions and
over time. In this light, Maine’s roughly 10 million acres of contiguous commercial forest have been, and continue
to be, one of the most significant contributors of bird habitat in North America, by providing a “shifting mosaic”
of forest types in different stages of succession. Working with Scott Paper Co. and Bowater in 1992/1993, our
team conducted extensive surveys of birds across a one million- acre section of commercial forest in the Moosehead Lake region. Thirty years later, we are using identical methods to resurvey this same area of commercial
forestland. With the data from both projects, we will be able to measure change over time in species’ populations, as well as any shifts in their habitat use. We expect some species will have increased in abundance and others decreased with changes in forest type, canopy closure, tree species composition, and age-class distribution at
a regional scale. Analyses are unfinished, but important preliminary results include: A) eight new species detected, and six species not yet detected on the landscape since the 1990s, and B) a range of expected and unexpected habitat associations. Following the 2022 season of summer data collection, and further analyses in 202223, we will be able to recommend landscape-level silvicultural practices that could improve overall avian conservation while maintaining or increasing timber supply over the next 30 years.

Session 2: Monitoring Forest(er) Dynamics
Tree growth and soil carbon response 35-years after whole-tree and stem-only clearcutting on adjacent
watersheds in spruce-fir ecosystem in north central Maine – the continuing saga
R.D. Briggs, Sustainable Resources Management, SUNY-ESF, Syracuse, NY USA
C.T. Smith, Jr., Department of Geography and Planning, University of Toronto, Ontario Canada
I. Stupak, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark
C. Preece, Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto, Ontario Canada
Adriana Rezai-Stevens, University of Toronto, Ontario Canada
Bruna Barusco, University of Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
Brian E. Roth, Forest Growth Organization of Western Canada (FGrOW), Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Ivan J. Fernandez, School of Forest Resources and Climate Change Institute, University of Maine, Orono
The Weymouth Point Watershed Study in north-central Maine was one of many initiated to address concerns
raised in the 1970s over potential negative impacts of intensive harvesting on forest site productivity. The rapid
pace of climate change adds urgency for increased understanding of management impacts on the entire suite of
forest ecosystem services; long term studies are essential. We have been monitoring vegetation and soil properties in a spruce-fir 73 ha reference (REF) and adjacent 48 ha whole-tree harvested (WTH) watersheds since 1979.
The WTH watershed was whole-tree clearcut in 1981 (WTH). Stem-only clearcutting was simulated by return of
whole (LOP) or chipped (CHP) tops and branches on experimental plots. Precommercially thinned (WTH+PCT)
plots and additional fertilized 200 kg N ha-1 (WTH+PCT+FERT) plots were established in 1993. Forest floor (49
plots) and mineral soil (25 quantitative pits) were sampled 2016-17 to measure total soil organic carbon; trees
were measured on 49 permanent sample plots. Thirty-five years after harvest, tree growth has not been significantly affected by WTH. Tree diameter increased in response to PCT but not to fertilization. Losses of carbon in
the forest floor were offset by increases in the mineral soil, indicating C redistribution rather than loss to the atmosphere. These mid-rotation results, viewed in the wider context of a recently published meta-analysis, add to
our understanding of soil carbon response to intensive harvesting.
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Adaptive Management in the Northeastern US: Common Strategies and Motivations of Rural and Urban Foresters
Tessa McGann, University of Vermont)
Rachel Schattman, University of Maine
Tony D’Amato, University of Vermont
Todd Ontl, Northern Institute of Applied Climate Science

Presently, forests across the globe are facing change at a rate and scale not previously experienced. Unable to
rely on management activities based on the conditions of the past century, both rural and urban foresters are
called to adapt their management in the face of uncertain, compounding stressors related to climate change and
shifting socioeconomic demands. However, studies of foresters across North America and the globe have documented significant gaps between recommendations for adaptive management and its actual implementation, with
varying explanations for this disconnect. Despite previous research conducted in the northeastern United States,
questions remain regarding the current nature, extent, and drivers of adaptation, particularly among urban foresters across the region. The research presented here is based on qualitative analysis of 32 in-depth semistructured interviews with urban and rural foresters (n = 15 and n = 17, respectively) across New England and New
York. According to the perspectives of those charged with choosing and implementing adaptive management, we
present a summary of the i) important environmental drivers of adaptation; ii) commonly employed adaptive
strategies; iii) significant barriers to adaptation; and iv) approaches to working through named barriers. We categorize the adaptive practices of foresters as strategies of resistance, resilience, or transition, highlighting opportunities to increase the use of all three strategies across the landscape.
Introducing the Northeast Forest Health Monitoring Network – Annual Measurements for
Tracking Changes in Forest Condition
James Duncan, John Truong, Emma Tait and Jennifer Pontius
Forest Ecosystem Monitoring Cooperative and University of Vermont Rubenstein School of
Environment and Natural Resources
Northeastern forests are responding to a range of interacting stressors, from climate change-induced shifts in precipitation and temperature to advancing invasive insects and diseases to changing pressure from ungulate browse.
Assessing and tracking these stressors requires monitoring of permanent forest plots for a range of metrics so we
can understand how forests are already changing in response to these interactions. To meet this need, the partners in the Forest Ecosystem Monitoring Cooperative (FEMC) have established a regional network of forest health
monitoring plot to quickly identify threats and monitor subtle changes in forest condition on a yearly basis. This
network builds on lessons learned from 30 years of monitoring in Vermont that was initially aligned with the National Forest Health Monitoring effort. In 2019, FEMC expanded this network to Massachusetts to overlap 20 preexisting forest inventory plots, and in 2021, this network was further expanded to the rest of New England and
New York, resulting in the establishment of 200 plots. The network is distinguished by annual measurements that
can more quickly identify trends and detect early warning signs of forest health issues. These assessments include
crown condition metrics, vigor, damage to trees, as well as measures of related forest conditions including seedling regeneration, sapling recruitment, browse impacts, and invasive plant abundance. This talk will present overall forest demographic information about the network and examine initial trends in Vermont including patterns in
crown dieback, seedling establishment, sapling recruitment and overall demographic shifts. This single-state analysis serves as an example of what this network will yield in the future. In addition, we will present the networkbased findings for 2021 in the context of larger forest health threats and events in the region over the past year,
and discuss related FEMC tools for identifying additional monitoring data streams related to forest health.
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Session 3: Non-Timber Forest Products
Harvesting Sap and Producing Syrup From Trees Other Than Maples, Birches, and Walnuts
David Moore, Graduate School, University of New Hampshire
Jose Gutierrez Lopez, Department of Forest Ecology and Management, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
Matthew Vadeboncoeur, Earth Systems Research Center, University of New Hampshire
Heidi Asbjornsen, Dept of Natural Resources and the Environment, University of New Hampshire
The booming maple (Acer spp.) syrup industry in northeastern North America it is based almost entirely on a single
species, sugar maple (Acer saccharum). Smaller, but still important, birch (Betula spp.) and walnut (Juglans spp.)
syrup industries exist in some parts of North America as well. With growing threats from climate change, pests,
and pathogens, there is uncertainty about the ecological and economic sustainability of the maple syrup industry.
Diversifying sugarbushes to include other tree species with a high potential for syrup production offers an opportunity to enhance the long-term sustainability of the syrup industry in the region. We are conducting a three-part
study to determine which novel tree species can be used for syrup production and their respective production
methods. First, we use sap flow and sap pressure sensors to collect continuous data in novel species throughout
winter dormancy, and we collect concurrent environmental data to determine the environmental drivers of these
sap flows and pressures. Second, we harvest sap and produce syrup from these species to determine their feasibility for syrup production. Third, we use chromatography and mass spectrometry to determine the chemical compositions of these saps and syrups. Chemical composition informs how sap should be processed into syrup and can be
used to identify the presence of healthy, medicinal, or poisonous compounds.
Our preliminary results suggest that beeches, sycamores, and hophornbeams are viable syrup-producing species,
whereas ashes, hickories, basswoods, and poplars may not be. All these species exhibit winter-dormant-season sap
flows, and most, but not all, of these sap flows are driven by freeze-thaw cycles. Since many of these syrups have
unique, delicious tastes, they are expected to be popular with consumers, and they will provide producers with
unique, marketable products for a small amount of additional work since producers already have much of the necessary infrastructure.
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NESAF 2022 Annual Meeting Flash Talk and Poster Abstracts
Management Impacts on Regeneration Microsites of Competing Lowland Northern White-Cedar and Balsam Fir
Katlyn Schulz (University of Maine), Laura Kenefic (U.S. Forest Service and University of Maine),
Jeanette Allogio (U.S. Forest Service), and Jay Wason (University of Maine)
As one of the least-studied commercially valuable tree species in its region, it is important to understand the mechanisms that are limiting lowland northern white-cedar (Thuja occidentalis) regeneration and recruitment relative to
its main competitor, balsam fir (Abies balsamea). This study aims to increase our understanding of both the preferred regeneration microsite conditions and influence of partial harvesting on cedar and fir, with the goal of informing management for suitable regeneration microsite conditions for cedar now and under future climate conditions. To accomplish this goal, we inventoried 8 lowland cedar stands (3 treated with irregular shelterwood and 5
controls) on commercial forestland in Maine. The silvicultural objective of the irregular shelterwood (40% basal area removal, including area in trails) was to thin the stands, maintain their structural complexity, and regenerate
cedar in small (1-2 tree height) canopy gaps. We found that while cedar is dominant in the overstory, fir is dominant in both the seedling and sapling classes in all stands, with important influences of microtopography on regeneration. Pre- and post-harvest conditions following both cut-to-length and whole-tree operations were compared,
and results showed that although basal area and canopy cover were significantly reduced, the treatment as applied
maintained the relatively shaded condition past studies have suggested as suitable for cedar regeneration. Yet microsite conditions that cedar relies on for regeneration, such as coarse woody debris and microtopographic variability, remained relatively unaffected by the harvest. As cedar is being outcompeted by fir under current stand conditions, this lack of environmental change may indicate that management as applied in this study may fail to positively affect stand attributes that favor cedar regeneration. Work on the project is continuing and includes experimental manipulation of flooding and drought, as well as consideration of browsing impacts.
Exploring Engaged Forest Owner Perspectives on Management Plans
Ava Smith, (University of Connecticut), Chadwick Rittenhouse (University of Connecticut),
Eleanor Shoreman-Ouimet (University of Connecticut), Thomas Worthley (University of Connecticut)
Forest management plans are a tool that can influence private forest owners to further engage with and learn from
their land and local community. In an effort to update existing state-specific research findings, we conducted a
web-based survey directed towards engaged private forest landowners throughout Connecticut to understand the
motivators and potential barriers to forest owners participating in a management or stewardship planning process.
Survey questions were organized into sections surrounding communication preferences, familiarity to programs and
membership, personal management priorities and identities, land planning, and general demographics. We generated descriptive statistics, cross-tabulations, and chi-square tests of independence to analyze relationships between
variables. Of the 56% of engaged respondents who reported receiving advice within the last 5 years, only 39% reported having a management plan. Those without plans were more likely to be Female, less familiar with educational and financial assistance programs, own smaller parcels, and not know of another plan holder. Survey results
indicate personal networks influence management planning perceptions, and future programming can be tailored to
address gender differences.
Building Stewardship Capacity: Protecting the Brown Ash of the Northern Forest
Tyler Everett (University of Maine), John Daigle (University of Maine), Emily Francis (University of Maine),
Anthony D’Amato (University of Vermont), Suzanne Greenlaw (University of Maine), Amanda Mahaffey
(Forest Stewards Guild), Darren Ranco (University of Maine), Nathan Siegert (US Forest Service)
Emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis, EAB) is the most economically devastating disturbance to ever impact North
America with significant economic, ecological, and cultural impacts being made apparent in its march across the
continent. Brown ash, a preferred host of EAB, is the principal material used in the production of baskets by Native
American artisans across the Northern Forest Region. The production of these baskets is reliant on the availability
of the ash resource; and the practice is deeply rooted in the cultural identities of the region's Tribal Nations. Utilizing existing partnerships with the region's Tribal Nations, this project will optimize outreach efforts to inform research that will establish study sites for testing a Tribal Integrated pest management strategy for brown ash forests. The results of these management trials will establish management guidelines and recommendations for how to
best increase the resiliency of the region’s ash resource in the face of this complex forest health issue. Outreach
efforts for two key groups are underway and are expected to be complete by April 2022.
Tribal outreach: Working directly with appointed natural resource staff for participating Tribal Nations, we will
coordinate public outreach in Tribal communities, presenting communities with possible adaptive management
options. Findings from focus group discussions among interested community members will inform the experimental
design of the project’s management trials, ensuring that these trials will align with the priorities of our Tribal
partners.
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Landowner and Land Manager outreach: Working cooperatively with state agency partners in ME and other voluntary organizations we have dispersed a survey to landowners, loggers, and foresters throughout the state to gain
insight into their perceptions on the EAB forest health issue. This newfound understanding will be used to produce
outreach materials for these groups aimed at addressing any misconceptions and knowledge gaps regarding ash best
management practices.
Adaptive Silviculture for Climate Change: Physiological Performance of Future-Adapted Seedlings to Drought
Alissa Freeman (University of Vermont), Anthony D’Amato (University of Vermont),
Cameron McIntire (US Forest Service), Kevin Evans (Dartmouth College)
Climate regimes are changing at a faster rate than natural tree migration has historically been able to track. The
inability for species to keep pace with climate is expected to generate significant lags in natural migration of tree
species, leading to vulnerabilities in climate adaptability and potential losses in key ecosystem functions. These
challenges have led to increased interest in the use of assisted migration as a tool for forest managers to implement as a silvicultural strategy; however, there is limited experience with this practice in northeastern forests.
Through the Adaptive Silviculture for Climate Change network (ASCC)—an internationally co-produced network informed by local and regional expertise—varying silviculture adaptation strategies were operationalized at Dartmouth College’s Second College Grant in northern NH. Included in these strategies are treatments designed to evaluate the efficacy of transitioning forest composition using assisted migration, which is the focus of this study. In
particular, we were interested in determining sensitivity and mechanistic thresholds for species predicted to have
population and range expansions under changing climate regimes. We measured seedlings planted in 2016 in oneacre gaps—specifically Betula lenta (black birch), Castanea dentata (American chestnut), and Quercus rubra (red
oak)—to monitor gas exchange, growth, intrinsic water use efficiency, and water potential to determine species
limitations and adaptive capacity throughout the growing season and during a moderate severity drought. B. lenta,
an isohydric species, was much more sensitive to moderate severity drought when compared to the anisohydric species, Q. rubra. C. dentata was found to behave as moderately anisohydric in its response to moderate severity
drought. From these results, drought may be an important filter in determining which assisted migration species
survive over time in areas where adaptive silviculture is applied.
Impacts of Management in Response to Emerald Ash Borer on Northern Hardwood
Forest Dynamics in New England
Hanusia Higgins (University of Vermont), Anthony D’Amato (University of Vermont),
Nathan Siegert (U.S. Forest Service)
As non-native forest pests disperse across the United States, the emerald ash borer, Agrilus planipennis (EAB), has
emerged as one of the most costly and destructive invaders. In response to EAB, forest management practices including pre-salvage logging, "phloem reduction" (large ash removal), and strategies to improve future ash regeneration have been implemented to meet economic, ecological, cultural, and safety objectives. Although many studies
have quantified the impacts of EAB on mortality of ash trees (Fraxinus spp.), less is known about the ecological impacts of forest management in response to this pest. In summer 2020, we measured forest structure and composition at sites across New England that included white ash harvests motivated by the threat of EAB impacts. Management responses varied from selective ash removals to capture potential economic losses to group selection harvests
designed to recruit new ash cohorts. We present findings on the short-term compositional outcomes of these treatments, including impacts on future forest development based on regeneration responses. White ash regeneration
was higher in harvested sites relative to control sites, while harvests prioritizing ash removal recruited less regeneration of other desirable species such as sugar maple. This work will help inform future management decisions in
response to this invasive pest that ensure long-term ecological and economic options are maintained on site.
Moose Habitat Use and Survival in the Context of Winter Tick
Annie Oviedo (University of Maine), Sabrina Morano (University of Maine), Pauline Kamath (University of Maine)
The moose (Alces alces) is one of the most iconic wildlife species in North America, valued by wildlife watchers,
hunters, and indigenous communities throughout its range. After near extirpation due to habitat loss and unregulated hunting, moose populations in the northeastern United States rebounded in the latter half of the 1900s with
landscape changes and harvest regulations. Outbreaks of spruce budworm (Choristoneura fumiferana) and the commercial timber industry created extensive areas of regenerating forest, a preferred habitat for moose. In Maine,
the population more than tripled in two decades and was estimated at 76,000 in 2012. Recently, however, the
northeastern moose population has declined, primarily due to parasitism by winter ticks (Dermacentor albipictus).
The severity of winter tick epizootics (>50% annual calf mortality) is a function of three factors: moose density,
environmental conditions for tick larva, and the overlap of moose seasonal habitat use. Previous research has
shown that moose density increases with the proportion of optimal habitat (regenerating forest stands aged 4-16
years) available on the landscape. Average individual tick load is positively correlated with moose density. Given
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that moose concentrate their time in overlapping optimal habitat patches, presumably tick density is disproportionately high in these areas, leading to increased moose mortality. However, no study to date has confirmed this by
modeling tick loads and survival as a function of seasonal habitat use and overlap in individual moose. Understanding the landscape characteristics, such as forest stand composition and age, that drive variation in seasonal habitat
use could provide further insight into the winter tick and moose cycle. This research aims to examine the relationship between habitat use, tick loads, and moose survival. This study will explore (1) how landscape characteristics
drive variation in habitat use and winter tick loads; and (2) how these variables affect components of moose survival. I hope that the results of this research will help inform the dynamics of the winter-tick/moose system and potentially guide management decisions.
The Pulp Prevention Squad
Alex Barrett (Long View Forest)
We spend a lot of time talking about what to do with the low grade material growing in our region’s woods. Companies build machinery fleets around dealing with it. Policy makers and grant funders struggle to prop up markets for
it or find uses for it. Low grade markets in turn become flash points for huge discussions around whether or not we
ought to manage our woods at all.
Moving forward, what if we focused more on how to grow less low grade wood in the first place? What if instead,
we focused on how to grow our region’s specialty- high quality sawlogs destined for long-lived lives in durable,
beautiful, wood products?
This flash talk will explore the nexus between landowner values, timber stand improvement, workforce development, and how the narratives we foresters use, and the assumptions we make, can help change how we grow trees
in New England. We will discuss and analyze real-world examples, review common bottlenecks, and propose a winwin course of action: foresters rallying around a basic principle of good forestry- the Pulp Prevention Squad.
Biomechanical and Structural Response to Roadside Tree Trimming
Nicholas Cranmer (University of Connecticut), Robert Fahey (University of Connecticut),
Chandi Witharana (University of Connecticut), Thomas Worthley (University of Connecticut),
Brandon Alveshere (University of Connecticut)

With an increasingly fragmented landscape, roadside forests are frequently adjacent to human infrastructure which
have the potential for widespread power outages and damage to utility equipment. Stressors including pests/
pathogen outbreaks, drought, and higher severity storms contribute to tree related power outages. These stressors
affect the trees’ biomechanics, the trees’ ability to withstand external applied loading events such as wind, and
alter their structure, the morphology (e.g., branches, crown etc.), which ultimately predisposes trees to failure.
Current trimming specifications along with trimming cycles along roadsides alter the biomechanical stability and
the trees’ structure. Understanding how roadside tree species respond both biomechanically and structurally to
differing trimming specifications is crucial in order to understand roadside tree response to wind, which is needed
to better mitigate tree related power outages. Prior studies have shown the influences roadside forest management
has on tree sway and amplitude along with the resiliency to higher severity windstorms; however, this study aims to
gain a more comprehensive understanding of how the underlying structure changes and drives tree biomechanics
after trimming through 3-dimensional quantitative structural models. This study utilizes accelerometers along with
active remote sensing techniques such as Terrestrial Laser Scanning and UAV-LiDAR to study the effects tree trimming has during leaf-off and leaf-on condition by evaluating crown metrics and relating to changes in tree sway dynamics. Obtaining a comprehensive understanding of tree trimming effects along roadside trees can help guide
management decisions that create more resilient forest edges as stressors and increasingly severe storms continue
to occur in intensity under climate change which affect roadside forests.
Managing upland oak forests for carbon mitigation for climate change:
15-year outcomes from silvicultural treatments
Peter Clark (University of Vermont), Jeffrey Ward (Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station),
Anthony D’Amato (University of Vermont)
The role of forests as critical carbon stores has gained considerable attention as a strategy to mitigate the effects
of greenhouse gas emissions. Concurrently, the role of forest management has come under scrutiny as the outcomes from harvest treatments can lead to near term losses in live-tree carbon stocks. While tradeoffs between
management and short-term carbon storage may be evident, there are few empirical evaluations that examine the
effect of management aimed at maximizing carbon mitigation potential while simultaneously achieving other forest
management objectives necessary for climate change adaptation (e.g., forest health improvement, regeneration,
structural diversity). In addition, considerably less is known about the relationship between management and carbon in mature (80+ year-old) upland oak (Quercus) forests, which encompass over 13.3 million acres in the northeast and north central US. To address these knowledge gaps, six study areas were established on representative
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mature oak sites in Connecticut to examine the intermediate-term (15 year) response of aboveground carbon storage to two thinning treatments (B-level thinning, crop tree release), as well as in unmanaged controls. Although
treatments immediately reduced stand level aboveground carbon stores by -38.9% (49.1 ±5.9 MgC ha-1), these areas
returned to pre-treatment levels after 15 years. Moreover, carbon gains in residual oak sawtimber trees were 46.3%
(∆ 11.7kgC year-1) greater on actively managed compared to unmanaged forests. The results from this work highlight the disproportionate role of large trees, particularly oak, at storing elevated levels of aboveground carbon
relative of other sizes classes. Additionally, for landowners and stewards seeking to maximize carbon gains to realize long-term mitigation potential for climate change, active forest management that prioritizes large residual
trees may achieve this goal while simultaneously balancing other objectives critical for future forest health and
adaptive potential.
Quantifying the Carbon Sequestration and Economic Potential of Natural Climate Solutions from
Maine’s Working Forests
Logan Woodyard (University of Maine), Adam Daigneault (University of Maine)
Maine has one of the largest state carbon sinks by forests, sequestering 8-10 million metric tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent annually (MMtCO2e/year) over the past decade. This is equivalent to removing between 40-60% of the
state's reported gross GHG emissions, paving the way for Maine to achieve an ambitious climate action plans: reduce statewide gross GHG emissions 80% by 2050. Climate mitigation practices through afforestation, extending
harvest rotations, and conducting intermediate forest treatments, increase the rate at which carbon is sequestered
and stored in biomass and soils. To estimate the carbon sequestration potential from Maine’s forests, we reviewed
nearly a dozen ad hoc studies and reports which simulated changes in carbon sequestration across a variety of forest management practices in the Northeastern US. The findings of the literature review indicate that implementing
low-intensive or high-intensive forest management practices statewide could result in the addition of 0.2 to 0.5
metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (tCO2e) per acre per year in addition to the study-specific baseline, assuming historical trends in forest growth and yield.
Changes in forest sequestration depend on more than forest management, but on the complex relationships between biophysical characteristics and socioeconomic factors. Our paper builds off of the 2020 Daigneault et al.
Maine Natural Climate Solutions Report by developing a dynamic, statewide integrated forest sector model that
identifies specific cost-effective forest management practices with respect to management costs, opportunity
costs, and harvesting revenues. Projecting forest yield to the mid-century allows us to determine the carbon price
or policy incentive that minimizes the societal cost of increasing mitigation levels in line with the state’s GHG mitigation goals. We estimate that the state’s forests can sequester up to 12.5 MtCO2e/yr over the next 30 years,
thereby achieving 75% of the state’s net zero target at a cost of $12/tCO2e.
Techniques and Challenges for Restoration of Fire Influenced Oak Woodlands in North Central Massachusetts
Tom Wansleben (MA Div. of Fisheries & Wildlife)
Oak woodlands once covered significant areas of interior southern New England. These woodland communities are
defined by an open to semi open canopy, a sparse midstory and a diverse understory of shrubs, grasses and forbs
shaped and maintained by low intensity fire. Interspersed within these oak woodlands are other fire influenced
communities including Sandplain Heathland and Grassland.
Overall fire influenced habitats are significant for an abundance of biodiversity including over 46 wildlife and plant
species identified in the MA State Wildlife Action Plan as species of greatest conservation need (SGCN) including
many listed under the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act (MESA), making restoration of these communities a
top priority. Yet oak woodlands are facing numerous negative pressures; lack of disturbance, especially fire suppression has facilitated the process of mesophication drastically altering the structure, composition, and ecological
functions of these biologically rich natural communities. Overcoming this mesophication inertia through the restoration process presents numerous challenges not only from an operational standpoint but increasingly from a skeptical public.
Using a current restoration project as a case study, this flash talk will provide an overview of what defines an oak
woodland, their significance to biodiversity conservation and the process and techniques MassWildlife uses to restore and maintain these critically important and underrepresented natural communities starting from the initial
timber harvest to the application of prescribed fire. A brief overview of the challenges and barriers encountered
will also be presented.
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Long-term Effects of Frequent Burning and Periodic Spongy Moth Defoliation on Tree Mortality
in a New England Pine-Oak Woodland
Peter Murphy (University of Massachusetts), George LoCascio (University of Massachusetts),
William Patterson III (University of Massachusetts), David Crary (National Park Service)
Coastal Plain Pitch Pine–Oak woodlands of the Northeast have been impacted by wildfire for millennia. Spongy
Moths (Lymantria dispar) have defoliated oaks since the mid-19th Century. Today, controlled burns are used for
fuel reduction and wildlife habit management. Fire generally favors Pine over Oak; but return intervals of <5-yr
may shift woodlands to more open savannah/grassland (valued as rare species habitat).
Since 1986 Cape Cod National Seashore and UMass/Amherst scientists have burned twenty-four, 0.16-ha plots in an
Oak-Pine stand in Truro, MA. The objective has been to determine the effects of frequency and seasonality of burning on fuel loading, fire behavior, and tree cover. Plots were burned in the dormant (March/April) or growing (July)
seasons at 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-year intervals. All eight treatments were replicated three times and compared with five
controls.
We compared the effects of different burn intervals during 1986-2021 on mortality of Pitch Pine and tree Oak species. For all treatments and species combined, stem mortality was 61% with Control=53%. By species, Black Oak
mortality was 73%, White Oak 64%, and Pitch Pine 24%. Average mortality rate (# stems/yr) was 13% higher on
treated versus control plots, and greatest for Black and White Oak and least for Pitch Pine across all burn seasons
and frequencies. Most Oak stems <15 cm dbh died within five years. Virtually no in-growth occurred on any plot.
Spongy Moth defoliations in 1985-87 and 2016-17 increased Oak mortality on both treatment and control plots.
Our results suggest that frequent burning increases the dominance of Pitch Pine, but tree cover cannot be sustained
with prolonged short-interval burning. Burning reduces wildfire hazard but could eventually convert woodlands to
flammable savanna. Type conversion would take many decades but may be accelerated by insect-related tree mortality.
Assisted Migration and Drought in New England: Lessons Learned and Future Directions
Sam Zuckerman (University of New Hampshire), Heidi Asbjornsen (University of New Hampshire),
Matthew Vadeboncoeur (University of New Hampshire), Anthony D'Amato (University of Vermont),
Cameron McIntire (US Forest Service), Jay Wason (University of Maine)
In the coming century, forests in the Northeast US will likely experience increased pressure from more frequent and
severe droughts. Forestry assisted migration, planting trees that are more adapted to the future environmental
conditions of a region, has been proposed as a tool to mitigate some of the negative effects of climate change on
forest health and productivity. We established a precipitation manipulation experiment at Second College Grant,
NH to evaluate the capacity of 10 assisted migration species/ecotypes to acclimate to novel environments and
drought, and (2) quantify the phenotypic plasticity of morphological, anatomical, and physiological traits to
drought and the potential for particular traits to serve as indicators of seedling establishment success. This experiment was conducted within 1-acre gaps that were harvested then planted in 2019 with species at the northern edge
of their natural range as part of the Adaptive Silviculture for Climate Change project. We installed 1.5m2 rainfall
exclusion shelters around 65 seedlings (5-10 individuals of 10 species) and tracked soil moisture throughout the
growing season. During the first post-treatment growing season, there was no significant effect of the shelters on
soil moisture content relative to the control subplots. Several factors were identified as potentially contributing to
the consistently high soil moisture beneath the drought shelters, primarily low rates of water uptake from the soil
due to the recent forest harvest, but also the mid-slope position of the sites and variable microtopography.
Building on lessons learned from this trial, a greenhouse experiment will be established in spring 2022 to provide a
more controlled environment to better assess the effects of drought on assisted migration candidate species. Seedlings from seven timber species were purchased from the NH State Forest Nursery and from nurseries that represent
warmer and drier climate analogues (Virginia and Michigan respectively). Grown together in a covered common garden experiment at the University of New Hampshire’s MacFarlane Greenhouse (Durham, NH), the seedlings will be
allowed to acclimate for one month before being randomly assigned into control, moderate drought (MD) and severe drought (SD) treatments. Control seedlings will be kept between field capacity and -1MPa soil water potential.
In the CMD, seedlings will be kept at a soil water potential around -2MPa for the duration of the growing season; a
moisture level representative of moderate drought in our region based on local data. In the SDRW treatment, water
will be withheld until the seedlings reach their wilting point and then kept between field capacity and -1MPa soil
water potential for the remainder of the growing season. In the second year of the study, both drought treatment
groups will be withheld water for the latter part of the growing season to induce mortality.
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The Connecticut Oak Mast Surveillance Program
Joseph P. Barsky (Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station),
Michael Gregonis (Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection)
Beginning in 2007, the Wildlife Division, Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection began a
surveillance program to quantify oak mast abundance along with several states throughout the region. Fifty mature
trees (25 red oak group, 25 white oak group) were identified in each of the twelve deer and turkey management
zones across Connecticut and mast abundance was annually assessed during a two-week period in August. The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station (CAES) was approached in 2019 with a request to assume future monitoring
and has recently become lead investigator.
Oaks are the keystone species of many forest ecosystems in Southern New England, and their health is synonymous
with the health of the forest. Several challenges to the perpetuation of oak species in Southern New England have
been well documented. Four major challenges include: 1) hindrance of oak recruitment by browse damage from
locally abundant white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginanus), 2) changes in forest composition due to invasive plant
species, 3) widespread caterpillar (Lymantria dispar) outbreaks which have led to oak mortality and acorn crop failure throughout the region, and 4), recent weather events (e.g., drought, tornado, hurricane, ice storm) have negatively impacted tree vigor and health.
Due to the challenges of growing oaks in Southern New England, land managers face difficult decisions on the best
course of action to perpetuate oaks species, and access to timely information regarding oak mast abundance is imperative for successful implementation of silvicultural prescriptions. The continuation of the oak surveillance program will provide insight on the best silvicultural course of action and will continue to be useful for predicting annual fluctuations in certain wildlife populations. It is also the intent of the CAES to expand upon current research
activities to explore the impact of local weather patterns and tree vigor on annual acorn abundance.
Landowner Perceptions of Climate Change and Implications for Future Management in Small-Scale Woodlands
Peter Breigenzer (University of Maine), Jessica Leahy (University of Maine), Jay Wason (University of Maine)

Forests are threatened by drought and disturbance from climate change. Novel climatic conditions make forest
management increasingly difficult because managers can no longer expect ecosystems to return to “normal” after a
disturbance. Such a lack of traditional management baselines has sparked the development of adaptive management strategies that address the uncertainties inherent in climate change. However, despite the recent revolution
of climate-adaptive forest management frameworks, there is a perceived lack of implementation in small-scale
woodlands. Therefore, in order to effectively prepare forests for novel conditions brought on by climate change,
there is a need to better understand how adaptive management strategies can best be implemented in noncommercial private woodlands. In this study we will interview private woodland owners (PWOs) in Maine to assess
their knowledge and attitudes toward climate change and forest management. Specifically, we want to know: 1)
how landowners perceive the effects of climate change on their woodlands; 2) how landowners have altered their
management in response to climate change; and 3) if there are particular barriers and incentives to implementing
adaptive management practices. Based on these characteristics, we will create a typology that identifies landowners with similar views about how climate change affects their forest management practices. This typology will establish a baseline understanding of how PWOs perceive climate change, then characterize these perceptions in a
way that is useful for predicting future management behaviors. It will also provide forestry extension and outreach
professionals a better understanding of the factors driving management behaviors in their constituents. Overall,
this project will improve our understanding of how private landowners’ perceptions of climate change may affect
future forest management decisions.
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Knowledge Transfer among Forest Managers to Address Forest Stressors
Emlyn Crocker (University of Connecticut), Anita Morzillo (University of Connecticut)
Severe weather events coupled with the presence of additional forest stressors (e.g., forest pests) increase the vulnerability of trees to damage, and present management challenges for stakeholders in the forest management community. Forest managers navigate these challenges by sharing knowledge and collaborating with each other during
the forest management process. The northeastern state of Connecticut contains a combination of densely forested
roadsides, extensive wildland-urban interface, and a multitude of land uses and ownerships. Little is known about
the mechanisms of knowledge transfer among the Connecticut forest management community, and how these
mechanisms facilitate the decision-making process. Our objectives were: 1) to evaluate the mechanisms of
knowledge transfer used in forest management decision-making in Connecticut, and 2) to examine the role of forest
stressors, roadside forests, management objectives, and management challenges in constraining or catalyzing
knowledge transfer. Semi-structured interviews were completed with 39 stakeholders in the forest management
community within the state. Interview topics included stakeholder characteristics (e.g., professional tenure), management objectives, forest stressors, collaboration, knowledge sources, and knowledge sought from others. Results
of qualitative analysis suggested that stressors of greatest concern among respondents were forest pests, invasive
plants, and severe weather. Knowledge sought varied by participants and included occurrence and impacts of individual forest stressors and corresponding successful management techniques. Information needs varied across participants based on existing knowledge, stressors experienced, and individual-based management objectives and
challenges. Many respondents sought to validate information from multiple sources before including it in management decisions. Our results collectively suggested that management information needs are not universal and can
vary among managers. Therefore, decision-making processes and management outcomes may be enhanced by tailoring knowledge to individual managers and management environments.
The Sweet Tree Story: Stress Dynamics of Sugar Maple to Drought, Defoliations, and Tapping
Jeffrey Hamilton (University of New Hampshire), Matthew Vadeboncoeur (University of New Hampshire),
Cameron McIntire (US Forest Service), Heidi Asbjornsen (University of New Hampshire)
Sugar maple (Acer saccharum) is an ecologically and economically integral component of New England forests and is
the predominant species for syrup production. Maple syrup is an economically important and sustainable non-timber
forest product; however, climate change and biotic stressors such as insects could impact the health of sugar maple
trees and result in the reduction of sap flow and photosynthesis, thereby negatively affecting syrup producers. In
New England, total precipitation is expected to increase as the climate warms, but the frequency of moderate to
severe droughts is anticipated to increase as well. In tandem with drought, defoliating insects such as forest tent
caterpillar (Malacosoma disstria), have the capacity to threaten sugar maple trees further. However, a robust understanding of how these stressors and tapping for syrup interact to impact sugar maple energy balance, and by
extension health and productivity, is limited. To investigate if this balance is negatively affected by these stressors,
we are studying six tapped and six untapped sites along a drought gradient in northern Vermont based on the mean
growing season precipitation of the previous three years. To evaluate sugar maple responses to these stressors, our
objectives are 1) measure the storage dynamics of non-structural carbohydrates (NSCs, i.e., sugar and starch)
stored in sapwood, 2) analyze growth rates during past drought and defoliation events using dendrochronology, and
3) determine the influence of climatic variation (i.e., drought) on the dynamics its defoliators. In August and November 2021, we collected sapwood samples for NSC analyses, and two additional sampling trips are anticipated in
2022, in late summer and late autumn. In addition, dendrochronological cores were collected in November 2021.
Quantification and analysis of NSCs and dendrochronological work from these sites is currently underway. Preliminary results on differences of NSCs within the drought gradient will be presented at NESAF.
Northern White-Cedar: The Tree of Life
Laura Kenefic (U.S. Forest Service), Christopher Woodall (U.S. Forest Service), Jay Wason (University of Maine),
Jeanette Allogio (University of Maine), Rod Chimner (Michigan Technological University),
Justin Waskiewicz (Paul Smiths College)
Northern white-cedar (Thuja occidentalis L., arborvitae) is an economically, ecologically, and culturally important
tree species found as both a minor component of mixed stands and a major component of nearly pure stands
throughout the northeastern and north-central U.S. and adjacent Canada. Growing on a range of sites from swamps
and seeps to old fields and even cliffs and bluffs, this tree and its natural communities support rural economies
through the shingle and niche product markets while providing critical winter cover and browse for white-tailed
deer, habitat for rare plants, and important ecosystem services like carbon storage and ground water filtration.
Of particular note, northern white-cedar is sacred to many Indigenous peoples and plays an important part in their
spiritual and material lives. For all these reasons, effective management that balances conservation and production
is critical for this species. Yet regeneration and recruitment failures are common where deer populations are
high. In addition, some lowland and sensitive sites have been degraded through extractive harvesting or hydrologic
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changes from construction. As a relatively slow-growing species with narrow regeneration requirements, many
stands of northern white-cedar have converted to competing species over the long term. Today, the northern
white-cedar resource is aging, and thoughtful management that considers species silvics – emphasizing establishment and timely release of regeneration where deer populations are low and sites are suitable for operations –
in addition to targeted restoration are required to continue to meet the many demands placed on this important
species.
Introducing the Northeast Silviculture Library
Grace Smith (University of Vermont), Anthony D’Amato (University of Vermont)
The uncertainty around the impacts of climate change, forest pests, and extreme weather events poses a significant challenge to sustaining forest ecosystems in the Northeast. Much of our current management is guided by silvicultural research; however, the complex forest conditions of our region and rapidly changing environment are not
always captured by this work. Personal experiences gained from managers across the region serve as a powerful
source of information to address current management challenges given every silviculture treatment is an experiment with every forest manager both a teacher and a learner. The University of Vermont Forestry Program and Forest Ecosystems Monitoring Cooperative are excited to announce the launch of a new online community of practice,
the Northeast Silviculture Library. The Northeast Silviculture Library (NESL) is a virtual symposium of silvicultural
prescriptions and associated outcomes of actual on-the-ground management activities. It is a place for foresters
and other resource managers to exchange real, on-the-ground examples and outcomes of their management activities, with the overall goal of increasing knowledge of how to best steward the changing landscape of the Northeast
to promote sustainability and adaptability.
U.S. Forest Service Employee Diversity: A Work in Progress
Lynne Westphal (U.S. Forest Service), Sonya Sachdeva (U.S. Forest Service), Laura Kenefic (U.S. Forest Service),
Michael Dockry (University of Minnesota), Dexter Locke (U.S. Forest Service), Cherie Fisher (U.S. Forest Service)
Demographic diversity in forestry remains low despite diversification initiatives. We have been studying employee
demographics across all branches of the U.S. Forest Service, job series, grades (levels of employment), and duty
stations (locations). This provides a new look at long-term trends in employee diversity and the successes and failures of more than a half-century of the agency’s diversification efforts. Longitudinal data (1995-2017) on employee
race, ethnicity, and gender show workforce contraction with little improvement in diversity outside of higher
grades where proportions of women and people of color increased. Proportions of women in lower grades and the
National Forest System decreased. Assessment of initial grade (level at which an employee starts), length of service, advancement, and departure revealed inequities in hiring, promotion, and retention. Female employees of
color advanced more slowly and had shorter careers despite starting at a higher grade, while male employees of
color had lower initial grades. Both male and female employees of color were more likely to be terminated than
white counterparts; white male employees were promoted most rapidly and had the longest careers. Analyses of
employment trends by those who started in student recruitment programs – a common diversification approach –
revealed that while these programs are an effective tool, they are not sufficient in scale to close the diversity gap.
Finally, we looked outside the agency to compare duty stations to their surrounding communities and found that
the Forest Service has a significantly greater proportion of white employees than the communities in which they
are located. People of color do live near Forest Service places of employment, but are not reflected at the duty
station level. Though diversity of the Forest Service workforce compares favorably to that of many other natural
resource institutions, these findings suggest persistent problems that merit further investigation and rectification.
The Effect of Microtopography, Soil Moisture, and Canopy Openness on Survival of
Northern White-Cedar Regeneration
Carolyn Ziegra (University of Maine), Laura Kenefic (U.S. Forest Service), Jay Wason (University of Maine)
Northern white-cedar (Thuja occidentalis L.) is among the least studied commercially important tree species in
North America. Northern white-cedar experiences recruitment challenges in portions of its range. The goal of this
study is to improve our understanding of the factors that influence the survival of northern white-cedar seedlings
by assessing soil moisture, microtopographic position, canopy openness, and mortality throughout the growing season. 144 seedlings were planted across three sites in eastern Maine in partially harvested stands and unharvested
control stands. Data was collected for each seedling during the 2021 growing season. Results of the study indicate
that seedling survival is dependent upon higher levels of canopy openness and lower soil moisture. This data reinforce our understanding of the importance of mounds for cedar seedlings, as it suggests that mounds improve seedling survival by avoiding excess moisture in these seasonally flooded habitats. Management of lowland cedar stands
to improve regeneration outcomes by opening the forest canopy should ensure preservation of microtopography for
seedling survival.
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Announcing the Northeast Silviculture Library
The University of Vermont Forestry Program and Forest Ecosystem Monitoring Cooperative are excited to announce the launch of a new online community of practice, the Northeast Silviculture Library. The Northeast Silviculture Library (NESL) is a virtual symposium of silvicultural prescriptions and associated outcomes of actual onthe-ground management activities. It is a place for foresters and other resource managers to exchange real, onthe-ground examples and outcomes of their management activities, with the overall goal of increasing knowledge
of how to best steward the changing landscape of the Northeast to promote sustainability and adaptability. NESL
was conceived with the idea that every silviculture treatment is an experiment and every forest manager is both a
teacher and a learner.
We are welcoming submissions of cases from across the Northeast region. By accessing the “Add Case Study”
tab from our homepage, you will be directed to a login page to set up an account with the library. Upon account
registration, we encourage you to submit a case. If you need assistance entering a case, please contact us for additional information and resources. There are currently several example case studies on NESL to give users an
idea the details required for case study submission.
To access the library, please visit the homepage: http://www.uvm.edu/nesl/
The Northeast Silviculture Library is the product of collaboration between the University of Vermont Forestry
Program, the Forest Ecosystem Monitoring Cooperative, the Vermont Department of Forest, Parks and Recreation,
the Northeast Climate Adaptation Science Center, the Northern Institute of Applied Climate Science, and the University of Minnesota Sustainable Forests Education Cooperative. The Northeast Silviculture Library is supported by
funding provided by the University of Vermont and Department of Interior Northeast Climate Adaptation Science
Center. It is an extension of the Great Lakes Silviculture Library, established in 2014, to northeastern North America.
Please distribute this announcement to others in your community who may be interested in learning about
this tool.
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SAVE THE DATE
The Women Foresters Collaborative invites:
New England women in forestry related fields,
both students and professionals,
to a summer overnight gathering July 1st and 2nd
Hidden Valley Nature Center (HVNC), Jefferson, Maine.
1,000-acres of protected land, rich with a variety of habitat and terrain,
including over a mile of shore on Little Dyer Pond.
Approximate cost $50 for the whole event (subject to change).
Includes access to the HVNC, a great program,
three meals and rustic lodging or camping;
scholarships available. More information forthcoming.
Please email Karen Bennett if you are interested in updates
Karen.bennett@unh.edu
Supported by an SAF Forester’s Fund Grant
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Maine Division News ~ Jason Desjardin
Another winter come and gone
Spring is upon us! It’s probably fair to
say, as we take a moment to bask in the
warmth of the vernal equinox sunshine
and reflect on the past season, that a certain renewal of energy and preparations
begins anew. This is certainly true for
Maine SAF! Many dedicated members
have invested a lot of time and effort into
the NESAF annual meeting, and we hope
you agree that it really shows! Our Members-at-Large are busy lining up speakers
and venues, drafting itineraries, and selecting field sites for what is surely going
to be an informative and entertaining
lineup of summer field tours – stay tuned
for forthcoming announcements regarding
dates and topics. The student SAF chapter organized an event centered around
speed interviews (akin to a “speed dating”
arrangement) on the University of Maine
campus on February 24th. Roughly two
dozen professionals attended the event,
providing a wide breadth of experiences
and career paths for students to learn
about. There is a lot of excitement
around the event which continues to be
popular and productive, enabling social
networking opportunities for students and
professionals alike, in addition to interview preparations for students and visibility into the variety of career opportunities
under the umbrella of Forestry. Kudos to
the student chapter leaders for organizing
the event!
Legislative Update
The so-called “Cabotage” bill (LD 188 An
Act Regarding the Transportation of Products in the Forest Products Industry),
which went into law without the Governor’s signature last year, went before a
federal judge in late 2021. The motion
for preliminary injunction by plaintiffs
who questioned the laws constitutionality,
that was filed against the State to preclude the enforcement of the “Cabotage”
law, was granted by a federal judge in
February of this year. Essentially, the
Court argues that the federal H-2A visa
program, which does not prohibit drivers
from making point-to-point deliveries,
already takes into account the interests of
the US workforce. Therefore, federal law
rules here. The Maine law will not be enforced.

LD 1724 An Act to Create a Logging Dispute Resolution Board and
to Require Proof of Ownership Documents To Be Available within
14 Days of Request, has carried over from last session after being
tabled. The stated intent of the bill is to create a dispute resolution board to hear disputes related to the logging industry, including disputes regarding pay violations, payout amounts, contract
violations, hiring disputes and other topics as deemed appropriate
by the board. Similar to the “Cabotage” bill, LD 1724 includes
language prohibiting a bond worker from engaging in point-topoint hauling of forest products within the State. A public hearing
was held on March 8, 2022 with many landowners and loggers in
attendance. Loggers working for logging contractors and landowners use the same laws, contract provisions and court system to
protect the rights of employees and employers, and the purpose
of this dispute resolution board has been considered by many to
be redundant and confusing. Given the federal ruling on the
“Cabotage” bill, the future of this bill is unclear.
Upcoming Education Opportunities
The University of Maine’s Forest Climate Initiative and the Forest
Stewards Guild have resumed their Forest Climate Webinar Series
in 2022 designed to address how climate change will impact the
different forest types found in Maine through interactive webinars
and field tours. The next session is scheduled for April 27 (free
noontime seminar) and April 29 (Field Tour) at the Rangeley Lakes
Heritage Trust. To learn more and register for webinars, please
follow this link.
A series of free carbon-centric webinars designed for professional
foresters by the Northeast Forest Carbon Program will occur
weekly in May. The Northeast Forest Carbon Program website
contains a wealth of information regarding carbon science, climate-friendly forest management, and carbon markets, including
registration info for the four webinars being offered in May.
The Maine Forest Service along with Maine Natural Areas Program
is hosting an Invasive Plant Academy aimed at woodland owners,
foresters, and other natural resource professionals. The free Invasive Plant Academy (May 2022) will train and certify you to participate in the Invasive Plant Management Program and prepare
Invasive Plant Control Plans for your clients. Landowners who
employ the services of approved (certified through training) foresters and other natural resource professionals and complete a
Practice Plan Application are eligible to be reimbursed for up to
half the cost of preparing the Plan by the Maine Forest Service.
Follow this link for additional information, resources, and contact
information.
Spruce Budworm
The Maine Forest Service released their 2021 Spruce Budworm
Monitoring Report – a comprehensive document containing a
wealth of information on monitoring and protection activities
around the State. Last year marked a notable turning point in
spruce budworm population dynamics, with Michael Parisio, Maine
Forest Service Entomologist, saying “2021 marked the first year of
the current spruce budworm population build-up that aerial sur(Article continues on middle of page 29)
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Green Mountain Division News ~ Ginger Anderson
GMD Winter Meeting
The Green Mountain Division met via
Zoom for their annual Winter Meeting on
March 3. Reports show 109 GMD current
members, down from 115 members last
year. No Golden Members were noted this
year.
For the first time in several years, GMD
has a Policy Chair, Peter Clark. Members
discussed resumption of the Legislative
Breakfast. Traditionally organized by the
Policy Committee, the event last held in
2015, was hosted in Montpelier by GMD
and partners at the beginning of the biennium. Members supported exploring this
event for next winter.
The UVM Forestry Club has been very active. Students continued to host events
such as Game of Logging and speakers
throughout the pandemic. UVM currently
has over 100 students enrolled as forestry
majors.
The GMD’s educational program began
with an overview of wood markets by Paul
Frederick of VT Forests, Parks and Recreation (FPR) which was cautiously optimistic, especially hardwood exports regionwide. He was joined by Christine McGowan of the VT Sustainable Jobs Fund who
outlined potential opportunities for new/
expanded businesses using wood and forest products.
Josh Halman of FPR was less cheery as he
outlined the current status of insect pests
and monitoring effort in Vermont. Among
the conditions discussed were the heavy
spongy moth infestation in western Vermont in 2021. Expectations are that this
pest will return in 2022. Emerald ash borer is now found in all counties except Essex. Reports on hemlock wooly adelgid
winter survival were not yet available.

Commissioner Mike Snyder gave an update on legislation affecting
forestry that are being considered in the current session. Not all
of the bills will make it to the end of the session, but H. 697 has
much support (see below) and will affect some forest management plans.
Vermont’s Use Value Program May Expand
At this writing, House Bill 697 has passed out of the House and
into the Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Forestry.
The bill was written to expand Vermont’s Use Value Appraisal Program (Current Use) to include lands managed with passive ecological management or for restoration of old forest values in a new
category called “Reserve Forestland.” If the bill passes, the Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation would be required to
report back to the Legislature by December 31, 2022 on enrollment and criteria with implementation for landowners to begin in
2023. It has been noted that only 3% of Vermont is currently being
passively managed for old forest values.
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Granite State Division News ~ Stephen Eisenhaure
Letter from the Chair, Ethan Belair:
In February, GSD-SAF hosted our annual
winter meeting. This year’s meeting was
held virtually, but included the full format
of NH forestry updates, business meeting,
and educational sessions. Well over 120
people attended. One presentation of
note was Dr. Ryan Stephens’ presentation
on the interactions of small mammals,
mycorrhizal fungi spore, and tree regeneration, which numerous members commented was the most thought-provoking
presentation they’d seen at SAF in some
time. Recordings of this and other sessions
will be made available for anyone seeking
CFEs. Contact Tim Fleury for more information. Also at the meeting, we heard
from Karen Bennett, NH’s new NESAF representative, who joined SAF CEO Terry
Baker to provide updates on SAF across
our region and nationally. Of note were
initiatives to increase SAF membership
and incorporate state chapters.
Student engagement and support was also
a topic of focus for this year’s meeting.
GSD-SAF presented Outstanding Student
awards to three UNH students – Isabella
Cruz-Krahn (Thompson School), Deanna
Phan (Undergraduate Student), and Kaitlyn Baillargeon (Graduate Student). These
awards come with a $1000 scholarship to
celebrate and encourage the best students in the forestry field. During the
meeting, GSD/SAF members voted on this
year’s budget, which includes $3,000 for
a grant program we’ve run for many
years. The money is available to NH forestry businesses and entities that hire forestry students or recent graduates from
an SAF accredited school. We encourage
all eligible entities who plan to hire a
summer intern this year to apply by the
due date of April 15th. For more information, please contact anyone on the
Executive Committee.
This January the Executive Committee has
recently welcomed our new Chair Elect,
Alexa Denhoff. Alexa is a staff forester
with LandVest, working in their West
Stewartstown location and has been a
sharp-witted, helpful addition to the committee. Alexa and another GSD-DSF member Connor Breton, a US Fish and Wildlife
Service forester working at the Umbagog
National Wildlife Refuge, attended this
year’s SAF Leadership Academy at NESAF.

GSD-SAF partnered with Alexa and Connor’s employers to help
fund this investment in the future of NH forestry. Truly, that future is a bright one with such dedicated foresters leading the way!
Thanks to Ethan for taking on the Chair position and thanks to
Gabe Roxby for providing his leadership over the last year and
welcome to our new executive committee members.
GSD Executive Committee:
Officers
Chair – Ethan Belair
Chair Elect – Alexa Denhoff
Treasurer – Susan Romano
Secretary – Sam Taylor
Past Chair – Gabe Roxby
Appointees
Education Chair – Tim Fleury
Policy Chair – Don Floyd
NESAF Representative – Susan Romano
Tree Farm Representative – Geoff Jones
Science and Technology Chair – Andrew Howard
Awards Chair – Matt Chagnon
From Steve Roberge, State Forestry Specialist, Forestry News
For Foresters:
Bennett Elected to National SAF Board of Directors

Congratulations to Karen Bennett who has been elected to the
Society of American Foresters Board of Directors. Announced in
the December SAF Forestry Source, “Bennett seeks to 1) provide
support to early-career professionals; 2) expand diversity of our
profession; and 3) encourage young people to become foresters
through listening, collaborating, and seeking common ground.”
From Steve Eisenhaure, NESAF Quarterly Correspondent:
Jack Bronnenberg, from Bronnenberg Logging and Trucking, sends
along an invitation:
The Dedication of the Dave Pilla Memorial Forest will be on June
5th at 11:00 at Proctor Academy Woodland in Andover NH. For
over 39 years Dave was Proctor Academy's Natural Resource's educator, Wildlife Biologist and Woodlands Manager. Dave was very
active in numerous local and Industry organizations, and always
willing to help out someone in need. Dave was loved and respected by everyone that ever met him.
Please come honor Dave with us on June 5th at 11:00, for the
Dedication of the Dave (Pilla Memorial Forest). Location is at the
new monument on Elbow Pond Rd off of Rt 11 in Andover NH.
Follow signs.
Questions can be directed to Jack at blt1@mygsc.com .
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Connecticut Chapter News ~ Amanda Bunce
Forestry mapping and photography:
The CT Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) Forestry Division offered an online forest phonemapping course and online forest phonephotography course during the pandemic.
Links to these recorded presentations are
available to these on the Division’s main
webpage: https://portal.ct.gov/DEEP/
Forestry/Forestry
The Division is now offering these classes
in the woods at a variety of Connecticut
forests. Keep an eye on DEEP events for
the next one in Pomfret this summer and
future classes in the woods near you!
Environmental conservation though
easements:
DEEP just completed the Whip-poor-will
Woods Forest Legacy Project in Stafford,
CT. Nearly $3 million in federal funding
through the US Forest Service’s Forest
Legacy Program was used to purchase conservation easements on nearly 1,500 acres
across six properties. These easements
permanently protect forestland that provide wildlife habitat, protect water quality, stores and sequesters carbon, and provides benefits to the local economy
through production of forest products
including timber and maple syrup.
CT Forest Action Plan:
DEEP Forestry recently created a StoryMap
that provides a summary of the 2020 Connecticut Forest Action Plan and includes
highlights and interactive maps. The Division also created a web app that allows
you to explore the priority areas from the
Forest Action Plan. See how your property
or project relates to the priority areas at
2020 Forest Action Plan Priority Areas!

Both maps are accessible on the Forestry Action Plan page of the
DEEP website: https://portal.ct.gov/DEEP/Forestry/CT-ForestAction-Plan
Connecticut’s 2020 Forest Action Plan: https://
storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/
b448641810a848de9d5d378c3c5b1c5d
Connecticut’s 2020 Forest Priority Areas Interactive Map:
https://ctdeep.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/
index.html?id=d4d74b090d8047ca80bb4b9ff6baa819
Maple Sugaring:
NBC Connecticut ran a segment this spring on maple sugaring, interviewing Yale Forest Director Joe Orefice. Joe at Yale’s educational and demonstration sugaring site in Eastford, CT. Orefice
highlights the way the sugarbush (a stand of sugar maple trees
used for maple syrup or sugar production) is managed to help the
forest adapt to climate change. He also points out the challenges
for maple producers associated with climate change: tree sap is
ultimately turned into syrup, but sap flow from the tree is dependent on the freeze thaw cycle (freezing temperatures at night
and above freezing during the day) and changes to the climate
have already made this cycle very inconsistent, creating some
poor sugaring years. This writer found the 2022 sugaring season to
be mediocre. I tap between 50 and 70 trees in Ashford, CT. Maple
is not my livelihoods, so a mediocre season is more than enough
for me, but the inconsistent freeze-thaw cycle has many large
producers in New England concerned about future production and
the health of their sugarbushes.
Learn more about Yale’s maple sugaring program here: https://
environment.yale.edu/news/article/new-yse-program-helpssweeten-sustainable-production-maple-syrup
Pictured below: 1) High and low temperatures for early 2022, with
days of good sap flow highlighted in green. 2&3) This writers sugar
shack is sometimes manned by humans, sometimes by hounds.
Constant attention is needed for the evaporator - a wood fired
stove underneath large pans where gallons of sap slowly boil down
into syrup.
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Rhode Island Chapter News ~ Christopher Modisette
RIFCO’S New Biochar Initiative
The Biochar Initiative is a project of the
Rhode Island Forest Conservators Organization (RIFCO), a non-profit organization
dedicated to the protection and wise use
of Rhode Island’s woodland resources. The
purpose of this initiative is to explore the
potential economic and environmental
benefits of biochar production in Rhode
Island. For more information visit:
http://www.biochar-ri.org/.
New Forester
USDA NRCS (RI) has recently hired Ashley
Martone as a Soil Conservationist. In this
capacity, Ashley will be working out of
NRCS’ Southern District (Kent & Washington Counties) where she will provide conservation planning and technical assistance for private landowners interested in
NRCS Conservation Programs.
Ashley grew up in the New Haven, Connecticut area. She recently received her
forestry degree from the University of
Maine where she also earned a certificate
in GIS Applications as well as a Pesticide
Applicator’s License. While at the University of Maine, Ashley served as the MESAF
Student Chapter President, a member and
organizer of the School of Forest Resources Community Council and was a
member of the Tree Committee responsible for arrangement of trees on campus.
Before coming to NRCS, she previously
worked for the Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment Station as a Forest Entomology Technician where she dealt with tree
pests, monitoring, and bio controls of invasive species – specifically the emerald
ash borer. Ashley can be reached by
phone at (401)752-9683 or by email at
ashley.martone@usda.gov
RI Forest Conservation Regional Conservation Partnership Project
The USDA Natural Resources Conservation
Service awarded new partnership project
in Rhode Island to help mitigate climate
change and protect natural resources. The
Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management’s Division of Forest Environment and ten partners will permanently protect over 2,500 acres of critical,
privately owned forest lands to combat
fragmentation and improve wildlife habitat. Contributions from three project
partners will complement $4,033,450 in
RCPP funding and protect additional lands
as part of the overall initiative. Targeting

tools will prioritize critical lands and conservation easements will
be coupled with forest management plans and funding for forest
restoration and enhancement activities.
“Rhode Island’s forests are increasingly threatened by fragmentation and development, with the greatest threat being the permanent conversion to other land uses,” said NRCS Sate Conservationist R. Phoukham Vongkhamdy, citing a recent analysis by the University of Rhode Island that found that nearly 2,000 acres of some
of the most important forestland in the state were converted to
other land uses between 2011 and 2018, further reducing core
forest habitat. Protecting Rhode Island forests is important and
vital to our environment and our local economy because it improves wildlife habitat, provides recreation, and enhances sustainable wood production,” said Vongkhamdy.
For more information on this project contact Nancy Stairs, Cooperative Forestry Program Supervisor
Department of Environmental Management, Division of Forest Environment at Nancy.Stairs@ri.dem.gov.
Adaptive Silviculture for Climate Change Climate Network Project in RI
A research project designed to test different management approaches to help exurban southern New England oak forests adapt
to changing climate conditions is underway in Connecticut and
Rhode Island. This project is part of the Adaptive Silviculture for
Climate Change (ASCC) Network, a collaborative effort to establish a series of silvicultural trials across different forest ecosystem
types throughout the United States. The southern New England
affiliate project was started by the University of Connecticut and
now includes the University of Rhode Island. Three field research
sites have been established, with the newest one in Rhode Island
at RI DEM's DeCoppet Preserve in Richmond.
An important goal of the project is to engage natural resource
professionals so that the research will have practical applications
for regional practitioners and landowners. Interactive classroom
and field sessions will provide information about the ASCC Network, climate change impacts on regional forests, and adaptation
options. The event will also be an opportunity for participants to
share how climate change may be affecting their work and to help
develop silvicultural prescriptions for the Rhode Island site. The
approach will follow the Climate Change Response Framework
developed by the Northern Institute for Applied Climate Science
(NIACS) and partners. For more information about the project in
Rhode Island contact Christopher Riely at criely@uri.edu.
Spotted Lantern Fly in RI
The RI Department of Environmental Management (DEM) announced that the spotted lanternfly (SLF) has been detected for
the first time in Rhode Island on August 2, 2021. A single SLF was
found in an industrial/commercial area in Warwick, RI. No known
population of SLF is currently present in the area.
In Rhode Island, more than 800 acres of agricultural lands including vineyards, orchards and berry farms are at risk of being infested with SLF.

(Article continues on top of next page)
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Rhode Island’s Forest Conservation Act
The General Assembly has approved, and the governor has signed the legislation that creates a forest conservation act in Rhode Island.
The act clearly recognizes that forest land has many important values, cites these values and establishes policy
that these values be maintained for future generations to enjoy. This is the first time that Rhode Island’s forest
values have been recognized in state law. Other natural resources including but not limited to farms and wetlands
have all been previously recognized.
The act establishes a broad based 11-member forest conservation commission to be staffed by DEM. The intent is
to help landowners conserve forests in perpetuity, encourage better forest management, promote forest conservation to mitigate climate change, create jobs in the forest products industry, and expand urban and community
forestry programs. The act uses incentives, not new regulations, or restrictions to encourage positive outcomes.

veys were able to detect larval feeding damage and the second year that appreciable feeding damage was detectable during ground surveys.”. This population build-up in northern Maine precipitated the first targeted aerial
control efforts since the 1980s, employing a novel strategy adopted from our New Brunswick, Canada counterparts called the Early Intervention Strategy (EIS). Please visit the spruce budworm website to access the full Report and to learn more about EIS.
Maine Maple Sunday!
March 27th marked the 39th annual Maine Maple Sunday statewide celebration! The springtime tradition is a wonderful opportunity to get out with family and friends to enjoy a particularly sweet forest product while supporting
our local communities. The Maine Maple Producers website maintains an impressive catalog of participating sugar
houses spanning the state, including contact and event info.
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In Memoriam
Douglas “Doug” Denico, age 77 of Madison, ME passed on Oct. 22, 2021, at home after a courageous struggle with
Acute Myeloid Leukemia.
He earned a Masters in Forestry from the University of Maine at Orono and worked in the Industry he loved until
he retired from Plum Creek. Not one to sit idle, after a short time away he was appointed to the position of State
Forester in 2011 for Governor LePage and after a few short years also assumed the responsibility for Maine’s Public Lands. These last few years, working in this capacity, for the people of Maine, were the most rewarding of his
career. These were the things that Doug did, which were only a small part of who he was.
During his childhood he lived in many different locations throughout Central Maine, but his childhood home would
always be his Grandmother Denico’s farm in Vassalboro. This is where he had adventures with his dog, raised
ducks, rode horses, flooded neighbors fields during misguided attempts to build dams, worked hard and built the
character of the man he would become. In 1973 he built a camp on Haymock Lake; years of trips down the lake in
his small canoe to get to camp with his family. In later years he was able to make life a bit easier and built a road
to his camp, inviting many valued friends, who became family as well. Doug loved the Maine woods, hunting, fishing and just spending time in it.
Hunter Eugene Carbee, age 65 of Greenfield, NH passed away peacefully in his home after a short and courageous battle with cancer on January 6, 2022.
Hunter was raised in Greenfield, NH. He was amongst the first graduating class from ConVal Regional High School.
He started logging shortly after graduation, with Donnie Hardwick, and continued until he was injured in 1987.
After this, he decided to go back to school and graduated from Thompson School of Forestry with a degree in
1992.
He was employed with Foreco beginning in 1992 and stayed there until 1999, when he began working for New
Hampshire Timberland Owner's Association (NHTOA). In 2005 he started his employment with North Country Procurement and continued his work there until recently. He loved his work in the forestry industry. In 2004 he was
awarded the "Outstanding Contributions to Forest Industry Education Award" and in 2008 he was chosen for the
NHTOA Outstanding Forest Activist Award. In 2021 he was named Outstanding Forester of the Year by the Northeastern Logger's Association. Hunter was dedicated and hardworking and a true asset to the logging industry. He
loved his career and shared his love for the woods to all who knew him. In his later years, Hunter took over the
family Christmas Tree Farm. In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to New Hampshire Timberland Owner's
Association (NHTOA).
Henry "Hank" J. Deion, age 94 of Cranston, RI passed away peacefully, Monday, January 31, 2022 at Cedar Crest
Nursing Home.
Hank graduated from Lasalle Academy High School, Providence, RI, 1945, was a Seaman first class in the United
States Coast Guard, 1945, earned a B.S.F. from Michigan State University, 1950, and received a Master’s Degree in
Public Administration, University of Rhode Island, 1968. He was appointed State Forester and Chief of the Division
of Forest Environment within the Department of Environmental Management in 1970. Hank was responsible for the
State's Forest Management and Forest Fire Programs until he retired in 1986, after 35 years of active service with
the State of RI. In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to: Holy Apostles Memorial Fund at 800 Pippin Orchard
Road, Cranston, RI.
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John William McNulty, age 67 of Orrington, ME, died March 10, 2022, almost a full year and a half after receiving
a diagnosis of stage IV pancreatic cancer. Having dedicated his life to the conservation and stewardship of Maine's
forests and timberlands, he will be remembered not only for his distinguished career as a professional forester,
but also as a caring husband, father, friend, colleague, and most importantly, "Grandpa".
John always had a passion for the outdoors and was drawn to the forestry profession early on. In 1978 he graduated from the University of Maine with a B.S. in Forestry and that summer began work with Seven Islands Land Company as a field forester. Over the next 41 years, John worked his way up through the company, culminating in being named President and CEO in 2008. He was a pioneer and leader in the Maine forest certification movement in
the early 1990s and was a vocal advocate for responsible forest management throughout Maine's debate over
clearcutting.
John had an admirable record of service to the profession and to SAF since 1988, when he was elected Vice Chair
of the Maine Division. His SAF activities ranged from MESAF, to NESAF, and on to National where he served on several committees and as SAF President in 2019. This service has not gone unrecognized. He was awarded the 1995
Austin Cary Practicing Professional Award, in 2001 was recognized by the University of Maine, School of Forestry
as a “Distinguished Alumni,” elected as a SAF Fellow in 2003, honored by the Maine Forest Products Council with
the Albert D. Nutting Distinguished Service Award in 2019, and with the NESAF Distinguished Service Award in
2021.
In addition to his work, John took great pride in his sons, Ian and Ryan. He loved the opportunity to coach both of
his sons' hockey teams during their youth and cherished the opportunity to be "Grandpa" to his four grandchildren.
John enjoyed entertaining, playing hockey, golfing, and was always game for a meet-up over a beer. John was an
incredibly loyal friend who was fun to be around and was always willing to throw himself enthusiastically into any
endeavor. In fact, upon stopping treatment and learning he didn't have much time left, he said, "Let's take a trip!"
For a complete obituary, visit https://tinyurl.com/mryyahfr.

Footnotes ~ J.P. Barsky
Well you have made it the end of another issue, and I would like to thank you for taking the
time to read through it! It is always a fun challenge to build each issue, made possible by all
the great folks I have the pleasure of working with, from state news correspondents, advertisers, executive committee members, scientists, and guest contributors. They are the ones
who truly make this a great publication. Please thank them when you have a chance!
There are a few newsworthy items I’d like to share. First, at the annual business meeting in
South Portland, it was agreed by the membership that we will be switching to a digital only
version of the News Quarterly starting in 2023. There are a few members (n<150) who receive the News Quarterly in print. That number declines every year, despite efforts to increase it, such as sending copies to universities, winter meeting sponsors, and anyone who
may be interested. The silver lining is that this transition will also allow NESAF the opportunity to utilize our
resources more effectively towards future outreach and communication goals.
The second bit of news to share is that I am in the initial stages of searching for my replacement. I stepped
into this role in 2015, after our meeting in Fairlee, and have enjoyed serving you all in this role. However, I also
realize it might be time to start thinking about stepping aside and allowing someone else the opportunity to bring
this publication to a higher standard. Though I am not ready to turn over the reigns yet, it’s a good time to for me
to begin the search. So if you are interested in an opportunity to serve NESAF and work with a bunch of great people, please reach out to me. I will be begin posting more information on the duties, responsibilities, time commitments, and skills needed to perform this role in future issues and on the NESAF Website. Also, as many of you
know, Gary Salmon holds the record as the longest serving editor of this publication; I would like to see that record stand.
Lastly, and this is just fun news: The phoebe’s and tree swallows have returned to Connecticut, it’s wild leek
and morel season, I’m starting to hit the roads on my bike, and my recent batch of mead will soon be ready. Hope
you all have a great Spring and see you in July!
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and posts them on our website as a service to NESAF members.
• There is no cost to post job listings on the site.
• Job listings are posted for 45 days, then automatically removed.
• Please resubmit the listing in 45 days if the positions is still open.
• When approved your listing will appear on the Job Board

